"salt grben streams"
a book under these abnormal circumstances sinks its status into a
"mere book" or "whatVa-book ?" So that the tide of his ktest
publication: "Work Suspended'* is wholly understandable. But
surely "suspended" does not mean finally and irrevocably stopped ?
Surely it gives hope of continuation, later, when circumstances
again make it possible ? To satisfy any doubts, I looked it up in
the dictionary: "To render temporarily inoperative/5 Therefore
my present quarrel is not with the title of his book, nor with my
disappointment that it should so far only consist of two chapters,
a bitter disappointment but wholly my own affair as a reader. My
quarrel is with the terms of the dedication. I have never yet heard
of an author as good as Evelyn Waugh designing his work for
an existing world, and arguing that if the specific world "in which
and for which it was designed" should be in danger of vanishing,
the work would be in vain. As though a tailor were cutting a
suit to measure. One does not "design** a book for a certain
world, nor a picture nor a piece of music; one has a certain
compulsion—(I prefer the word "inspiration", but "compulsion"
keeps my argument standing more firmly on the ground)—one
has, therefore, a certain compulsion to express oneself on a certain
subject in a certain way; and until that compulsion be satisfied,
one should not for a single instant lift one's head from the work
itself to see in what direction it might ultimately be going, nor
where it would find appreciation or immortality. I must repeat
that I should never dream of adopting this "stern daughter of the
voice of God" attitude except to admonish, I might even say to
rescue (if rescue were possible) a writer of such achievement and
rare potentialities as Evelyn Waugh.
Here is an alternative dedication that we could have accepted:
dear mr- wooixcott,
This is the book on which I was at work in
September 1939.   It is now dear to me that I shall never finish it
because—
—(drop into Field Postcard style of the last war)—
Cross out any of these reasons which io not apply:
I don't want to be thought out-of-date.
By the time the war is over, I shall probably be more interested in
current material.
I am never going to give up soldiering.
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